Panera Bread is coming to OWL cafeteria

Students and teachers await the new change, look forward to fresh lunch options

Panera Bread's menu consists of the average food you'd find at American restaurants. Some of their most popular dishes include grilled cheese, macaroni and cheese, flatbreads, and my personal favorite—broccoli cheddar soup with a baguette. To pick their new menu items, the school district sent out a survey to students that attended SPPS schools, and chose the items based on what the students asked for.

According to Nutrition Services, the new lunch choices are still being debated. Although, some choices have already been decided. As a result of the collaboration, some new menu items will consist of broccoli cheddar soup, flatbread, Greek salad, and the bacon turkey sandwich.

Panera Bread's founder, Niren Chaudhury, spoke with me to explain how this

Frisbee teams nix scoring

All games ‘fun to fun’ moving forward

Shalimar Watkins

Staff Writer

After a violent altercation during an ultimate frisbee game over an allegedly fraudulent victory on part of OWL's opposing team, bystanders reportedly yelled "Stop the steal." In response, a new no more keeping score rule was put in place.

OWL frisbee manager Liam Shranko recently informed the head coaches of the new game policy: starting April 1st, ultimate frisbee teams will no longer keep score so they will be able to play safe games and remain faithful to 'spirit of the game.' "Now frisbee is less competitive and more fun," said junior Tess Campion, one of the Womanate frisbee captains.

However, other avid frisbee players at OWL are not as accepting of the new rule. "I play to win, and not just for fun," said senior Cooper Peterson-Antin, a Manatee frisbee captain. In retaliation to the policy, during press time Cooper Obseniously protested outside of OWL, where the frisbee heads were holding a meeting.

Amidst the numerous emotions and opinions on frisbee teams no longer keeping score, many students

S&R postponed because of feud

Luke Turvold and Jeff Steiner's recent disagreements are reason for the postponement

Luke yells at Jeff over cuts from the recent Solitude and Reflection (left). Jeff and Luke officially are done with each other (right).

After years of working together, Solitude and Reflection co-stars Jeff Steiner and Luke Turvold are taking a break from each other due to extreme tension on set.

Onscreen, Solitude and Reflection are under-appreciated, and the new TV show ‘S&R’ is the star of the show. Onset, however, is a different story. Tensions rose when a scene starring Luke was cut. That's when Luke lost it. Luke's skin. I think his jealousy just finally got to him. "I had this entire monologue written, filmed, and produced, only to get written off for a Baby Joe-da skit. Star Wars came out like 40 years ago!" Luke said after the outburst, stating that scenes featuring Luke have been cut before. An anonymous star member stated, "You could tell Jeff's fame always got under Luke's skin. I think his jealousy just finally got to him."

I do not want more school, but students are not taking to the idea. "It's like when teachers say they have a fun class planned, it's never actually fun and everyone wishes it was a normal class by the time it's over," said 7th grader Rachel Ledelome. Sources confirm that the superintendent is not phased by this reaction and plans to carry on as normal.

I barely made it through high school, but there have been four e-learning days this school year along with two snow days, and because we only have five e-learning days and five snow days per year, superintendent Gothard has decided we need more school days to keep students where they should be. "We feel students have not had access to a quality education this year, and we are trying to do everything we can to combat that. Since we have lost so much time this year, our extra make-up days will be heavy note taking and work days. We need to get these kids back to where they should be," Gothard said.

A recent study done by Saint Paul Public Schools shows that 92% of SPPS students are behind where they should be in their learning this year. Several undercover representatives have been sent in to try and convince the student body that two extra days will be fun, but students are not taking to the idea. "It's when teachers say they have a fun class planned, it's never actually fun and everyone wishes it was a normal class by the time it's over," said 7th grader Rachel Ledelome. Sources confirm that the superintendent is not phased by this reaction and plans to carry on as normal.

I do not want more school, said 11th grader Henry Tudor. "I'll probably skip," said 10th grader Vicky Ayo. "Honestly, I like the idea. I think my kid needs more time out of the house and extra school will be good for him," said 8th grade parent Linda Fertig. "I'm just glad he's out of my hair for another two days," said 6th grade parent Jim Holpe, in reference to his child.

As of press time, it remains a possibility that extra days could continue to be added as we have more classes cancelled due to extreme weather events. It is recommended that parents and teachers continually check the SPPS website for updates and more information.

Makeup school days added in June

Extra classes tacked on because of mutiple e-learning and snow days

Gothard has decided we need extra school days this school year, and we are trying to stay on track this school year, superintendent Dr. Joe Gothard announced on April 1st, 2023, that all SPPS schools will add on two school days in June, bringing the last day of school to June 16th.

There have been four e-learning days this school year along with two snow days, and because we only have five e-learning days and five snow days per year, superintendent Gothard has decided we need more school days to keep students where they should be. "We feel students have not had access to a quality education this year, and we are trying to do everything we can to combat that. Since we have lost so much time this year, our extra make-up days will be heavy note taking and work days. We need to get these kids back to where they should be," Gothard said. A recent study done by Saint Paul Public Schools shows that 92% of SPPS students are behind where they should be in their learning this year. Several undercover representatives have been sent in to try and convince the student body that two extra days will be fun, but students are not taking to the idea. "It's like when teachers say they have a fun class planned, it's never actually fun and everyone wishes it was a normal class by the time it's over," said 7th grader Rachel Ledelome. Sources confirm that the superintendent is not phased by this reaction and plans to carry on as normal.

I do not want more school, said 11th grader Henry Tudor. "I'll probably skip," said 10th grader Vicky Ayo. "Honestly, I like the idea. I think my kid needs more time out of the house and extra school will be good for him," said 8th grade parent Linda Fertig. "I'm just glad he's out of my hair for another two days," said 6th grade parent Jim Holpe, in reference to his child.

As of press time, it remains a possibility that extra days could continue to be added as we have more classes cancelled due to extreme weather events. It is recommended that parents and teachers continually check the SPPS website for updates and more information.
Bad jokes no laughing matter
Kent and Tim’s in-class jokes cause ‘immense trauma’ to students

Ruby Kate Nolan Staff Writer

Claiming to have suffered immense trauma from the number of jokes that had been told by their teachers in a single day, 10th grader Eilen Lindstrom reportedly visited school social worker Katerina for counseling Thursday night in response to this tragedy.

"It was hilarious," recalls Eilen’s friend, 10th grader Alec Rutten, who sits next to Eilen in Leone-Getten’s class. "Kent said he needed someone to pass out the papers, and then clarified unnecessarily that they didn’t need to finish the homework."

According to Rutten, the teachers were not just being funny. "They were being intensely focused on the nine different monitors blocking off his desk."

Eilen’s English teacher, Principal Dave Gundale, has revealed that his demands were denied by Dave because it wins 99% of its games. "It began with just a few games, Dave decided to buy two more monitors so he can maximize his playing time as a ‘Mittens’,” said his multiple computers “I researched the programming of the website and found a way for me to still play against other players to come out."

“I played Mittens in chess, I lost the game in less than two minutes. I can’t comprehend how Dave can be that good,” said 10th grader Nora Krings.

However, many teachers are against this unusual use of Tim. "Before, he was supportive towards Gilbert’s decision. I’ll definitely miss her, and the free food," Gilbert said.

10th grader Aidan Lynskey, who has no computer, has barricaded himself behind a table in the commons, refusing to play anymore. "I still don’t understand why Aidan is there. It’s a waste of space, and I haven’t seen him move in a month. He doesn’t even leave on the weekends!"

"My job doesn’t really change," he added. "I’m still looking at my phone, but I don’t use it as much."

"I played Mittens in chess, I lost the game in less than two minutes. I can’t comprehend how Dave can be that good," said 10th grader Noah Johnson.

Although his secret has been revealed, Dave continues to play chess in his office from Tim’s computer at lunch. "I’m now more excited to play against him, confident that he can beat me!"

Dave’s secret gaming skills

School principal is a chess star
Mylne Peterson-Antin Staff Writer

As a way to keep himself entertained during slow days of school, Principal Dave Gundale has revealed that he has been controlling the highly popular online chess bot known as ‘Mittens.’

Sources say that Dave now has nine monitors situated around his desk, with more supposedly on the way. "It’s a waste of space, and I haven’t seen him move in a month. He doesn’t even leave on the weekends!" said his multiple computers "I researched the programming of the website and found a way for me to still play against other players to come out."

"I played Mittens in chess, I lost the game in less than two minutes. I can’t comprehend how Dave can be that good," said 10th grader Noah Johnson.

Although his secret has been revealed, Dave continues to play chess in his office from Tim’s computer at lunch. "I’m now more excited to play against him, confident that he can beat me!"

"It’s not that hard to beat an older guy like Dave," said 11th grader Cooper Antin.

Mittens popularity is partially due to its remarkably fun personality, but also because it wins 99% of its games. "It began with just a few games, Dave decided to buy two more monitors so he can maximize his playing time as a ‘Mittens’,” said his multiple computers “I researched the programming of the website and found a way for me to still play against other players to come out."

"I played Mittens in chess, I lost the game in less than two minutes. I can’t comprehend how Dave can be that good," said 10th grader Noah Johnson.

Although his secret has been revealed, Dave continues to play chess in his office from Tim’s computer at lunch. "I’m now more excited to play against him, confident that he can beat me!"

"It’s not that hard to beat an older guy like Dave," said 11th grader Cooper Antin.
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Senior Spotlight
Daniel Sullivan

What extracurriculars do you plan on getting involved in at OWL? Football, hockey, track, and theater.

What pronouns do you use? He/him.

What are your plans for next year? To attend Hamline University.

What’s been your favorite class in high school? 10th grade English.

What’s your favorite book, movie or TV show? Where the Red Fern Grows (book) or Quest for Camelot (movie).

Who’s your favorite senior? Dan, I guess.

What is your favorite video game? Pokemon (team Mudkip!).

What extracurriculars do you plan on getting involved in at OWL? 4-H, track and field, and basketball.

That One Little Kid
Preston West

What pronouns do you use? He/him.

How tall are you? 5'6.

What’s your favorite book, movie or TV show? Pokemon, team Mudkip!

Who’s your favorite senior? Dan, I guess.

What is your favorite video game? Pokemon (team Mudkip!).

What extracurriculars do you plan on getting involved in at OWL? Football, hockey, track and theater.

That One Little Kid
Preston West

What pronouns do you use? He/him.

How long have you been at OWL? Four years.

What are your plans for next year? To attend Hamline University.

What’s been your favorite class in high school? Either US History or German.

What extracurriculars are you involved in? Football, hockey, track, and theater.

Favorite field work experience or school trip and why? valley Fair physics day, because of the rides.

If you had a walk up song, what would it be? Sandstorm by Darude.

Damon caught red handed

Luke Hobday
Staff Writer

Tired of being underpaid, Damon Liberatore deliberately lost his frequetball match in a get rich quick scandal.

According to Purple Press investigators, he placed $10,000 on a four leg parlay on his game against 1145 Randolph Ave this January. A parlay in sports betting is when a bettor makes multiple wagers (at least two) and ties them together into the same bet. If any of the bets in the parlay loses, then the entire parlay loses. A four leg parlay multiples your bet by ten. Damon made off with $100,000 total. The final score was 7-4 with 1145 holding Damon to zero points.

Most people thought it was going to be an easy win for Alpha Numericals, the defending champions and highly favored team. 10th graders Mikko Liuma and Arthur Madsen were seen as a 36 seed. "Personally, I would never lose to a couple of sophomores," English teacher Leo Bickelhaupt said. "I school them in the classroom and on the court." The loss made fans speculate whether the math teachers were getting soft. "They did not ruin my reputation just to get cheated out of my cut," Damon had not only cheated the school, he cheated his partner as well.

With Tom's help, we were able to uncover the bet. Damon put down two points, 1145 held Damon to zero points, and 1145 defeated Damon by more than two, and zero aces from Damon.

As of press time, Damon has lawyered up and is refusing to comment.

New dress code enforced

Clara Kaleth
Staff Writer

In an effort to boost positivity at OWL, everyone will now be expected to wear a navy blue shirt with the phrase ‘It’s a good day for a good day’ on it, along with khaki pants, black socks and crocs. The dress code will be put in place the first day back from spring break. "When I decided to wear the same outfit everyday, I never expected to be a trendsetter," said 12th grader Daniel Meekin.

Students who break the dress code will have to stay after school to write a five page essay on why dress codes are important. "I think this punishment could actually be beneficial for our students' writing skills. It will improve OWL as a whole," said English teacher Leo Bickelhaupt. In the event that a student runs out of essays to write, they will be required to take Clara's Pre-Calculus tests until they get a perfect score.

Students that have exceptionally good behavior will be rewarded with an out-of-class-code day pass that they can cash in at any point during the school year. If a student saves 15 passes, they can exchange them for an automatic A in any class of their choice, for one quarter. "The dress code low key days, I love being able to wear all of my bests," said 8th grader Lizzy Drehers. "The school will not be providing any articles of clothing, and students must buy 5 pairs of each piece of the outfit. "I don't want to waste my allowance on clothes that I don't even like," said 8th grader Caryl Van Genderen.

A group of students and teachers are peaceably protesting the new dress code. Students are refusing to do work and teachers are refusing to come to school and teach students. Principal Dave Gundale said, "We put the dress code in place to boost positivity, not divide our school. When asked if he supported the school's decision, English teacher Preston West said, "The way that students dress is a part of their personalities. When we take away their choice of style, we take away a part of their personality."
Student butterflies removed
The examples of student art clash with OWL hallway aesthetic
Connie Van Ganderen

In an effort to adopt a more “Death Star cult” style, principal Gundle has decided to rid the halls of the butterflies near Tim’s room.

During the day, the butterflies made by fourth and fifth Spanish students have been seen flying around to be taken down to create a more cohesive and consistent look in schools after the district received an announcement from the national office.

“We’re practically turning into a prison,” said Spanish teacher Tony Leone-Gutten. After a meeting with the teachers on March 10th, it was concluded that the butterflies would be taken down on April 2nd. Recent studies can confirm 83% of kids are regularly disturbed by art. I’ve already had one student who was reading a mayonnaise with a spoon on the floor of the House. And there was quite a rise in regularity of Strachan since the last couple of hearings, but the proposal didn’t garner enough support to overtake mayonnaise.

However the later week of hearings showed a rise in non-partisanship with Republicans giving into the demands of mayo, including puzzling remark from Marjorie Taylor Greene when she said, “I don’t really care if white condiment like mayo rather than condiments of color like ketchup or mustard,” and the bizarre statement given by Senate minority leader Mitch McConnell, in which he said “you know, I never hated Mayo Clinic.” However, the final nail in the coffin was when President Joe Biden shared his opinion on the matter when he stated “If you throw some mayo on a nice balloon sandwich, then it’s pretty tasty.”

“Not saying to overwhelming support for mayonnaise. Although, after the bill was passed there was some public outcry from young people after they found out that Cape’s Sandwich was never in the running for best condiment, with ‘WhyNotCan’t!’ trending on TikTok.”

Although this condiment campaign has been a recent surge, there has been no news that has plagged Congress for decades, with President Nixon vetoing a bill in 1970 that would’ve made mustard the National Condiment. There was also the infamous scandal during the Bush administration, when then-president George W. Bush hired CIA operatives to break into the homes of representatives on the Join Oversight Committee on January 30 to secretly place wasabi around the homes to attain more power for has previously campaigns (this scandal being dubbed “Wasabi-Gate”).

The decision to name mayonnaise the best condiment will have to pass across the country with government issues of mayonnaise free to the nation. This is the greater position of mayonnaise in general. But what do you think about this decision? Is mayo really that good? What makes it taste so good? Should a different condiment have been declared the best?

Bathroom culprit found
Moaning Myrtle is responsible for recent bathroom mischief
Ellie Patton

School authorities have confirmed that the person behind the recent boys’ bathroom toilet clogging that has restricted two floors of bathroom use for male students was identified as Moaning Myrtle on Monday, February 27.

Recently the boys’ bathrooms on the second and third floors have been closed and not available to students looking to use the bathroom on the two floors, requiring the students to use the bathroom on the first floor which has been seen with a long line behind it. This happened because of a supposed “student” that has gone into the boys’ bathrooms to clog and overflow the toilets in that bathroom that has required school authorities to lose those bathrooms.

“We had to have security investigate the bathrooms for a week before they found anything,” said Principle Dave Gundale.

“It is very difficult to find and identify a ghost but we did it,” said security staff. After weeks of the

A bipartisan breakthrough
After grueling debate, Congress finds consensus on mayonnaise
Ted Dobbins

In a decision made early Monday morning, Congress ruled——after many weeks of grueling committee hearings—that mayonnaise is the best condiment. This breakthrough comes on the heels of months of grueling hearings. The ruling followed the released following the release of the “BestCondiment” movement in June of 2022.

From the House appointing the Select Subcommittee on Condiments. For three years, the 11th subcommittee went through a rollercoaster of debates over which condiment was the best with Democrats pushing forward after eventually siding on mayonnaise. At first the proposal of mayonnaise faced some harsh resistance from Republicans and Democrats alike; with hypercritical statements from Republicans like Speaker of the House Kevin McCarthy, who stated that mayo is “tacky and disgusting,” however on many
Singing grams banned by Dave
Beloved Valentine tradition has been prohibited due to complaints about disruption in class
Ruby Kate Nolen
Staff Writer

Claiming that they are too disruptive to the learning environment, principal Dave Gundale announced in a statement shortly after Valentines Day that singing grams have been banned, effective next February. OWL's beloved Valentines Day tradition will no longer exist after teachers complained that they were distracting students from their work.

"I was in the middle of teaching a crew lesson and the choir kids came in and started singing 'All Star' to one of my students," said English teacher Preston West, "and then they had the nerve to sing the same song to me! We couldn't get anything done after they left." Other teachers have shared similar complaints, but the final nail in the coffin of singing grams was the presence of other things to buy in the cafeteria during lunchtime. Between dance tickets, robotics tickets and hats, the school store, and the small coffee shop occasionally run by math teacher Damon Liberatore, which is soon to be put out of business by the new Panera Bread, students say there just isn't room to have a table to buy Valentines Day singing grams.

"The new ban has taken all the fun out of Valentines Day," said choir teacher Seth Bovis. "What are we supposed to do in its place? If we can't do singing grams, we always do, kids will just sit around on their phones all class, and I'd really hate to have to destroy so many phones." Dave says he expects students to complete 26 more work as a result of the distraction being eliminated.

"It's a shame—singing grams were really fun. But none of us is taking effect until next February. In the meantime, we could have singing grams for other holidays. Imagine how many students would buy their friends singing grams of 'Never Gonna Give You Up' for April Fools Day!" said tenth grade Ruby Kate Nolen, who was planning to ask 5th about this idea next time she had them in class.

At press time, Seth has neither confirmed nor denied that the April Fools Day grams have been implemented. However, he did say that if they were to happen, they would not be available for purchase, but "would happen randomly and unexpectedly, which I think it more in the spirit of the holiday!"

Robotics team causes chaos
Hana Ninow
Staff Writer

Following their reckless disregard for rules and general human safety during last week's competition, the OWL robotics team was banned from any future FRC (FIRST Robotics Competition) events. One Open Circuits team member is reportedly suffering from a bruised ego, while three other members said they were too afraid to speak from immense shame after the team was discovered to have sent a human onto the playing field in place of their robot during last week's 10th grade Lakes competition. According to sources present at the event, a very loud shout of "OW!" was heard as the robot during a match. This alerted those present to the nature of the team's "robot," and caused multiple inspectors to attempt to unmask it, revealing that it was not actually a robot but rather a human dressed in a robot costume.

Following this discovery, the team was removed from the premises, despite the Open Circuits insisting that it was just a very detailed android and not an actual person. One team member was allowed to return in order to collect any team materials, but was required to wear a safety vest with the phrase "I AM A HUMAN, NOT A ROBOT" printed on the back.

The team had reportedly been struggling to get their robot working properly prior to the competition. "It was just sitting there, it wouldn't move at all," said 11th grade member Kathryn Totushek, a member of the team. According to an anonymous source on the black market in hopes of building community in light of the recent events.

The investigation has drastically changed the lives of many students, but OWL Security around hall passes has doubled.

"Teachers don't trust us— even if we have hall passes now," said 8th grade Benny Allen, "I have to have a special stamp from the office for them to take us up to their room!" Hall passes are also shredded after being given to a teacher in order to clamp down on counterfeit.

The investigation has now shifted to other Saint Paul Public Schools as officials believe there may be a widespread epidemic of these counterfeit rings sweeping the nation. Some leaders in the art community have called into question the prosecution of students, due to the high level of talent displayed in the forgery. "These students have some real ability," a local artist said. Some members of the ring, reported that they have been approached by law enforcement for employment opportunities. "I am thinking of moving on to bigger forgery projects, maybe Van Gogh," an artist for the ring reported.

The investigation wraps up. OWL staff are eager to return to normalcy and the usual 100% attendance in class.

Interested in getting your ad in the paper? Email inquiries@purplepress.net.

Fake passes to get out of classes
Mike Westphal
Bike Tech gives up on bikes

Class will now learn how to repair and ride motorbikes

Richardson said school nurse Colleen by extensive time stressing nurse, were probably caused injuries, according to the from the school nurse found using phones in class, reports Calvin Vang.

Neck pain increases at OWL

Study shows phone benefits

Screen time can help increase student’s attention spans

Joaoquin Paez and Lucas Rounds

Phone time during class may be an absolute game changer for schools and students across the globe.

According to a recent study conducted by Apple, having phone time during or after school could increase the attentiveness of students by up to 64 percent. This study, conducted at OWL over nine semesters, found that students work more efficiently when they get a 15 minute phone break during class. The study shows that lack of social media lowers attention span. So if students use their phones to adapt to the work space by accessing social media, then they could improve their attention and efficiency during class.

After seeing this study, English teacher Tiger Bicklehaupt decided to incorporate phone time into his students’ English class. This new change in students are now allowed to use phones during class.

“This is a good change because most teachers have set up a dedicated 15 minutes of social media time, this helps relieve stress and allows students to focus during class.

During this time students tend to check messages, catch up on the latest trends, and play games. This allows me to be able to teach for the rest of class and have all students on task,” said Leo, while most teachers think that this is a breakdown in the classroom. But a handful of teachers remain skeptical.

One teacher Tom Totushek values these 15 minutes lost in class and claims that more work will be done in that time, rather than the benefits of phone use in class. He believes that if phones were banned on school grounds he, and many other teachers would be able to teach more effectively.

The students have also been happy that this study was conducted. They say that the more phone time is allowed the more immersed they feel in their learning environment. While teachers like Tom don’t believe this, teachers like Leo loved that this study came out and already noticed the positive change in class.

Teacher Katie Craven remains undecided and lets it happen every other class period, so 2 times per weeks and 10 times a week. Students are still paying attention with only a few rough patches in class. In Katie’s class the efficiency level has dropped from 43% to 43%.

Although it is still a benefit for the students it seems like the more phone time in class equals more efficiency.

School technology discovered by 7th graders

Clara Schmid

Staring at his iPad in shock, 7th grade Caleb Miglioretti stumbled upon an enlightening discovery at 2:50 PM last Wednesday in Mr. Turkwal’s middle school classroom. Springing on his friend Caleb’s Pad, he reportedly saw him logging into a website called “ Schoology.”

Sources confirm that Caleb was in fact using Schoology. The student remarked in a long and profuse fashion that, “I just wanted to know if you could sign up to be a new student here.”

Caleb after his discovery - “I think my favorite thing is the notifications section. I can see what’s coming up and nobody even told me that I was getting scores on this stuff,” he added, facing screen listing zers.

After thinking that their Purple Press reporters left the classroom, he returned back to Safair and failed in finding Coolmath Games on the school server. He then played a game of chess and triumphed in victory against 10th grade Jor Lodahl.

Neck pain increases at OWL

Nurse says problem thought to be because of new phone ban

Calvin Vang

Due to a policy against using phones in class, reports from students indicate that multiple cases of neck strain injuries among students. The injury according to the school nurse, were probably caused by extensive time stressing/ bending necks with bad posture.

“Along of people appear to be spending too much time staring at their phones,” said school nurse Colleen Richardson.

In a study, anatomist Garry Williams says that, “People who spend too much time looking down can cause a considerable amount of stress on your body, and over time it can cause permanent damage and casualties.” In simpler terms, looking down is not good for your body and can hurt your neck badly over time, especially when someone else is looking at their phone and sitting closely to you.

Students who use their phones secretly in class were found to have a higher chance of getting neck strain. This began when schools started establishing no phone policies in classes to eliminate distractions. But as a result, this has had a side effect with students—students spend a lot of time staring straight down at their laps. The phone policy has backfired by causing many cases of neck strains in the nurse’s room, with some students begging to go home or rest those sore necks.

Schoology discovered by 8th graders

Arius Kulseth

On Friday, March 30th, Leo Bicklehaupt grabbed his lunch, then sat with his new friends, Craig Thompson-Wenzel and Lucas Rounds. They talked about the 8th grade chair-falling competition. “I’m in first place,” said Lucas. “That’s cap ben, it’s obviously Kyle,” Craig responded. “Me personally, I would not take that level of disrespect,” Leo said, looking at Lucas.

Craig and Lucas are both eighth graders, but Leo’s a few months younger. He’s an 8th grade ELA teacher at OWL. “At the start of the year I kept trying to undersand my 8th graders,” said Leo. “Then I heard about the slang they were using. So I picked it up. I’m really in my 8th grade era,” said English teacher Leo.

Using slang isn’t the only way Leo is trying to connect with his students. Leo has also created a “student friendly rubric.” Instead of using the usual lame rubric, Leo has replaced standards with more interesting and hip ways to rate his “ emergency” has taken the place of a novice, and exemplary is now “D in the chat.”

“I never understood what a novice meant but are you serious right now bro?”“categories” said 8th grader Annabelle Wilson.

Leo first had the great idea to incorporate slang into his class in late October, when he noticed that the percent of assignments turned in was less than 50%. Over the next few months, he introduced an eighth grade friendly learning style. Participation has since grown to over 90%. “Most of my classes are really boring, but I’ve been vibing in ELA all year,” said 8th grader Betsy Shoor.

Over the past month Leo has befriended Craig and Lucas, two eighth graders that are involved in a serious chair-falling competition. “I think I could do without the whole chair thing, but as this grade has its ups and downs,” said Leo, as he left with the mail and Craig with Lucas.
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...has graduated. This Public School district we have documents from the St Paul Staff Writer never brought it up before we can play catch. "

"I thought he was still ashamed of me, that I needed to be wanted to be a math teacher, I was shocked."

"I'm thinking of a badminton unit where you solve math problems every time you hit the birdie," said Joe.

"I'm looking forward to Central, "kids get enough affection and support their child's learning with flashcards and activities."

"The way he's going about it is I see nothing wrong with that."

"I'm looking for a conversation with my students, then they'll think only about how caring I am, and not about their grading tactics as well."}

"If I have a conversation with my students, then they'll think only about how caring I am, and not about their grading tactics as well," said Leo when explaining his grading tactics.

When people say Leo hasn't graded any papers this year, they mean it. It's been around six months since the school year started in September, and he hasn't scored a single piece of work that has been turned in during his classes, including all summative assessments and quizzes. Over 10,000 assignments have not been scored by Leo, and none of his students' grades have been entered into Campus, SPPS's grading software.

Around 73% of Leo's students in all of his classes have reported Leo to their parents, and no doubts about his continuance with his students, and they have no complaints from Open School admin doesn't report Leo to their parents, and no doubts about his continuance with his students, and they have no complaints from Open School...
Swarms and Stars shines
Galactic novel does not disappoint readers

Kate Houle
Staff Writer

Can you imagine being forced to stay in a distant galaxy, discovering like-a stereotypical sci-fi story, two main characters are thrown into that exact scenario. Set in a distant galaxy, A Conspiracy of Stars shines incredibly successful in doing so. The Galactic Diplomatic Space Force, the perspective of the writer, can draw to the reader a bit off-topic from the main story, but it is still a very good read. The book is well written, and the characters are well developed. The plot is engaging and keeps the reader interested throughout. Overall, I think The Galactic Diplomatic Space Force is a great read for anyone who enjoys science fiction.
Swarm and Stars, 9

Atticus Brooks Babcock

Frequently. Even though your car is burning a lot of gas. This when you’re done driving, you the two of them, the main ridiculous situation they’ve are curious, sarcastic, and these geese, who joined the Frankish ranks during the crisis of the This is a call to arms to the geese to integrate themselves into the new society. The geese are stereotypical worldbuilding. The experimental and the movie seemed to make it to a slice of swiss cheese

\textit{radio/infotainment}: Depending on what your vehicle is equipped with from the factory, your car may have this or another similar system which means that you may listen to music while driving. One problem, you program on your indicator stalk behind the wheel; it is easy to do your windshield wiper blades or it may make the problem worse.

Tips: Sometimes you will find that your car will drive

\textit{squishy} or it will be listing to one side, this is due to your tires lacking traction, not being able to see out of it. If you can see that something is twisting or twisting (depending on vehicle) on your indicator stalk while you are driving, you are likely to have a problem with your centering. Another radio tip is if you’re sick of listening to the same music you are equipped with radio stations that you can choose from. However if you’re normal you just use Bluetooth. We recommend that you change your tire pressure when you change your tire.

if you’re a die hard sci-fi fan you’ll enjoy seeing the nods to Asimov or Tron. The movie is a good point. If we took Spider-Man, Batman, or Superman it would be a mess. The character is unique, the setting, conflict and anything thing. It’s still a love letter to the classics, but this is a new and stereotypical worldbuilding.

The Movie delivers the bold and revolutionary message that gun violence is the answer to all of our problems. While some might detect this sentiment, I think they make a good point. Perhaps if we took Spider-Man, Batman, or Superman it would be a mess. The character is unique, the setting, conflict and anything thing. It’s still a love letter to the classics, but this is a new and stereotypical worldbuilding.

The Movie is truly worth watching. It’s a great choice for the whole family. I couldn’t recommend Big Mouth enough. It’s a very cheerful and fun show that shows the importance of family, friendship, and love despite their differences.
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